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Abstract

While XML arrived as a syntax for data exchange, its use in
the database community has blossomed beyond its origins into a
flexible data model for managing structured and semistructured
data. However, the flexibility comes with the price of increased
complexity. Querying XML data is much more complicated than
querying a relational database, even when the underlying schema
is available.

We contend that one of the root causes of this difficulty is that
the information content modeled by an XML database has not been
pinned down. In this paper, we make the following contributions.
Using a notion of valuations from an XML database schema to the
XML database, we capture the latter’s information content. We
provide an alternative computational semantics for the informa-
tion content and show it is equivalent to the valuation-based no-
tion of information content. We show the information content can
be used to faithfully reconstruct the original XML database. The
information content can be represented as a relational database,
which offers a high level inormation-preserving view of the orig-
inal XML database. With this user interface, the user can write
queries in SQL which can be translated into equivalent XQuery
queries against the original XML database. We develop a trans-
lation algorithm and establish its correctness. Finally, to support
flexible XML output construction, we propose a lightweight ex-
tension to SQL, called SQL-X. Our translation algorithm can cor-
rectly translate queries expressed in SQL-X. We also show by ex-
amples that a rich class of XQuery queries can be captured us-
ing the information content view as a front end and SQL(-X) as a
query language. Examples show that complex and sophisticated
XQuery queries against the XML database can be captured via
simple and elegant SQL-X queries against the information content
view.

1. Introduction

While XML arrived as a syntax for data exchange, its
use in the database community has blossomed beyond its
origins into a flexible data model for managing structured

and semistructured data. Indeed, XML data model is much
more flexible than the traditional relational model. The
flexibility permits convenient and effective modeling of
semistructured data arising in many applications like sci-
entific data and data integration. However, the flexibility
comes with the price of increased complexity. The schema
of an XML database is much more complex. Querying
XML data is much more complicated than querying a rela-
tional database, even when the underlying schema is avail-
able. The following example illustrates this.

Example 1.1 [Illustrating XML Querying] Consider an
XML database conforming to the following DTD, where
sid, state, city, year, month, and sales are PCDATA.

<!ELEMENT salesinfo (store*)>
<!ELEMENT store (sid, state, city, sale*)>
<!ELEMENT sale (year, month, sales)>

The query “list total annual sales for stores grouped by
state, city, store, year for the years 1990-2003” can be ex-
pressed in XQuery as follows.

for $St in distinct-values(doc(...)//state),
$Ct in distinct-values(doc(...)//

store[state=$St]/city,
$Y in distinct-values(doc(...)//
store[state=$St and city=$Ct]/sale/year,

where $Y >= 1990 and $Y <= 2003
let $S := doc(...)//store[state=$St and

city=$Ct]/sale[year=$Y]/sales
return

{$St}, {$Ct}, {$Y}, {sum($S)}

For writing this query, it is critical that we know how
the saleinfo is represented, specifically how elementes are
nested and whether any references are used for linking in-
formation. In particular, if either the nesting structure is
altered (e.g., stores are nested inside cities which are in turn
nested inside states) or if some of the association is captured
via references (e.g., location information (state, city) and
store sales information (year, month, sales) are represented
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as seperate elements with an IDREF links from stores to the
respective elements), then formulation of the above query
would be substantially different.

One of the motivations behind this work is to simplify the
task of query formulation against XML data. As we shall
show, the formal underpinning behind this desired simplifi-
cation is the task of pinning down exactly the information
content of an XML database. As a preview, let us pretend
that there was a relationV capturing all the information in
the XML database above, with attributes corresponding to
the leaf elements of the XML database.E.g., V has at-
tributes sid, state, city, etc... Then the above query could
be formulated in SQL simply as

select state, city, year, SUM(sales)
from V
where year <=2003 and year >=1990
group by state, city, year

Clearly, the SQL query formulation is considerably sim-
pler. Furthermore, if our relationV could capture the in-
formation of the XML database no matter how the informa-
tion was structured (e.g., with different nesting structure)
but with same element names, then the SQL query would
remain the same, although the corresponding XQuery state-
ment would be considerably different.

There are three issues here. (1) Where do we look for this
relation (or more generally set of relations)V which exactly
captures the information content of the XML database? (2)
Given that it is unrealistic to materializeV in general, we
need a mechanism for translating SQL queries againstV to
corresponding XQuery statements againstV . (3) Finally,
XQuery offers considerable flexibility in output construc-
tion whereas SQL produces a flat ouput. We need a mecha-
nism for flexible output construction.

In this paper, we make the following contributions.

• Using a notion of valuations from an XML database
schema to the XML database, we capture the latter’s
information content. (Section 2.2)

• We provide an alternative computational semantics for
the information content and show it is equivalent to the
valuation-based notion of information content (Sec-
tion 3).

• We show the information content can be used to faith-
fully reconstruct the original XML database. (Sec-
tion 3.2)

• Thus, the information content can be represented
as a relational database, which offers a high level
inormation-preserving view of the original XML
database. With this user interface, the user can write
queries in SQL which can be translated into equivalent

XQuery queries against the original XML database.
We develop a translation algorithm and establish its
correctness (Section 4).

• Finally, to support flexible XML output construction,
we propose a lightweight extension to SQL, called
SQL-X. Our translation algorithm can correctly trans-
late queries expressed in SQL-X. We also show by ex-
amples that a rich class of XQuery queries can be cap-
tured using the information content view as a front end
and SQL(-X) as a query language. Examples show that
complex and sophisticated XQuery queries against the
XML database can be captured via simple and elegant
SQL-X queries against the information content view
(Section 5).

The relevant background and definitions appear in Sec-
tion 2.1. Section 6 discusses related work. In Section 7, we
summarize the paper, discuss the vision for this project and
future work.

2. Capturing XML information content

In this section we will introduce the notion ofvaluations,
mappings from XML database schema to XML database
contents, and argue they represent the information con-
tained in the database. Then we represent an alternative syn-
tactic characterization of XML information content, called
Information Content Tableaux(ICT), in Section 3, and show
the eqivalence of ICT and set of valuations. We start with
some definitions.

2.1. Definitions

Our starting point is an XML document, plus itsschema.
The schema of an XML document can be specified in a suit-
able language (such as DTD or XML Schema), and may be
readily available or can be derived (discovered) from the
document itself [9, 10]. Rather than using a schema defini-
tion language, in this paper, we will use a graphical repre-
sentation that captures the structural aspects of the schema.

Definition 2.1 (Schema Graph)A schema graphis an
edge- and node-labeled directed graphG = (V,E) where
V is the set of vertices: For each element or attribute there
is a vertex inG labeled by the element tag or the attribute,
andE is the set of edges, where(vi, vj) ∈ E if vj repre-
sents a subelement or an attribute of the elementvi. Edges
are labeled by on of the quantifiers ‘1, ?, +, *’ with their
obvious meaning.

A schema graph may be a tree, a directed acyclic graph,
or may even contain cycles (because of recursion). It may
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additionally have disjunction, but we do not consider dis-
junction in this paper. We will make use of the notion of
schema treethroughout the paper. For this purpose, we
make use of the following DTD transformation. Schema
trees play an essential role in pinning down the information
content.

Algorithm 2.1 (DTD Transformation)
Input: DTDD,
Output: A DTDD′′, derived fromD, whose graph repre-
sentation is a tree.

1. Mark all tags inD that participate in a cycle.

2. Arrange all unmarked tags in a partial order:A pre-
cedesB iff A is reachable fromB. (This is well de-
fined since neither ofA, B participates in a cycle.)

3. Visit unmarked tags in their precedence order.

4. For each unmarked tagB s.t. B appears in the
RHS of k > 1 productions: A1→· · ·B · · ·; · · ·;
Ak→· · ·B · · · & all unmarked tags precedingB have
been processed{
Rename the RHS appearances with new tags:
Ai→· · ·Bi · · ·, i = 1, . . . , k;
Replace the production (if any)B→α with thek pro-
ductionsBi→αi, i = 1, . . . , k, whereαi is α with tags
C in it replaced byCi.
Do this production replacement recursively.
FlagB as processed.}

5. Consider the productions of the resulting dtdD′ in the
following order.
the root-poduction is considered first. Leave the root-
production intact and flag all tags in this production as
“seen”.
Before considering a productionA→α, make sureA
is already marked as “seen”.
When we consider this production, if any tagB in α is
already seen, rename it to a new labelB′.
Note that no new productions with LHSB′ are added.
Let α′ be the result of renaming all such tags inα to
their new names. Flag all tags inα′ as “seen”.

Repeat this until all productions inD′ have been con-
sidered.

6. The resulting DTD isD′′.

For a given DTDD, it can be shown thatD′′ is a DTD
whose graph representation is a tree (see example below).
We call the graph representation ofD′′ theschema treeof
D. It can also be shown that whenD is DAG, D′′ is equiv-
alent toD, i.e., both represent the same language, although
D′′ uses more intermediate nodes.

Example 2.1 (Schema tree)Consider the following
schema:

<!ELEMENT dept (faculty*)>
<!ELEMENT faculty (name, ra*, ta*, paper*)>
<!ELEMENT paper (section*)>
<!ELEMENT section (title, section*)>
<!ELEMENT ra (name)>
<!ELEMENT ta (name)>

Schema graphG and schema treeTG are shown in Figure 1.
We have used descriptive labelsfname , rname , tname ,
andsubsection in TG (instead of indexed labels).

dept

faculty

ra ta

name

paper

section

title

*

* *

*

*

*

dept

faculty

fname ra ta

rname tname

paper

title subsection

section

Figure 1. Schema graph, and corresponding schema
tree

An XML document (instance) can be regarded as a tree,
even when its schema is a DAG or is cyclic. Our definition
of document tree is similar to the document model used in
the XPath specification [18]. The major difference between
this model and DOM (Document Object Model) [8] is that
we treat attributes as children of the elements bearing them.

Definition 2.2 (Document Tree) The document tree
D(V, E) is a rooted ordered tree with set of nodesV and
set of edgesE. Each nodev ∈ V represents an element
or an attribute, and is labeled by the element tag or the
attribute name. We also assume each node has a unique
identifier (which could simply be the pre-order number of
the node). An edge(vi, vj) ∈ E if vj is a subelement or an
attribute ofvi.

Example 2.2 The document tree corresponding to a docu-
ment on the schema of Example 2.1 is shown in Figure 2.
We have used a letter to specify node types when needed.
For example, 3r is anra node, while 5p is apaper node.

Note that a document tree only represents elements and
attributes, but not their content or values. We assume a
value function that takes a node identifier and returns the
content of the element or value of the attribute:

Definition 2.3 (Thevaluefunction) Thevaluefunction is
a function from the set of document tree nodesV to the set
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Figure 2. Document tree

of values defined as follows: If the node is a leaf, it is ei-
ther an attribute (having a value) or an element (having a
content but no subelements), and thevaluefunction returns
attribute value or element content. For an internal noden,
we extend thevalue function to return the ordered list of
values ofn’s children, recursively. Mixed content,i.e., ele-
ments having subelements and (possibly interspersed) con-
tents, can be easily incorporated in the fashion of TIMBER
[13] by introducing children of type “content” to account
for the content(s) of internal nodes.

2.2. Valuations

In this section, we define valuations. Intuitively, our goal
in capturing the information content of an XML database
(document) is to capture what is the set of atomic propo-
sitions that are supposed to be true in the database, from
the viewpoint of associations between values. We do this
by means of valuations, which are mappings from a schema
tree to a database that preserve associations.

Definition 2.4 (Valuation) Given an XML documentD,
its document treeTD, its schema graphG, and its schema
treeTG, a valuationν is a (possibly partial) mapping from
the nodes ofTG to the nodes ofTD defined as follows: (1)
Wheneverν(n) is defined on a schema tree noden, ν(n)
and n have the same tag or represent the same attribute.
(2) The mappingν preserves element/subelement and ele-
ment/attribute relationships,i.e., if n is the parent ofm in
TG and ifν(n) andν(m) are defined, thenν(n) is the parent
of ν(m) in TD, and (3) The mappingν satisfies the follow-
ing: If n is the parent ofm in TG andν(n) is defined, then
ν(m) can be undefined only ifν(n) does not have any chil-
dren corresponding tom. Similarly, if ν(m) is defined, then
ν(n) can be undefined only if the parent ofν(m) does not
correspond ton. We also require a valuation to be defined
on at least one node of the schema tree.

Condition (3) is needed to ensure empty valuations are
illegal, as well as to ensure a valuation is undefined on a
schema tree node, only when it needs to be. It also helps
handle cyclic DTDs correctly.

Example 2.3 (Valuation) Consider the schema tree
of Figure 1 and document tree of Figure 2. There
are four valuations for this example. We will only
show two of them. The first valuation maps nodes
dept, faculty, fname, ra, rname, paper,
section, title, subsection to document tree
nodes (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), respectively, and mappings
for nodesta, tname are undefined. This basically cap-
tures information on faculty (represented by node) 1, which
includes the top level of the recursion regarding paper
section (represented by node) 6 (hence, 6 has title 7 and
subsection 8). A second mapping only mapssection,
title to document tree nodes (8, 9), respectively, and is
undefined for other schema tree nodes. This second valu-
ation captures the second level of recursion, recording the
title of section 8. Note that if section 8 had any subsections,
this valuation would be defined forsubsection (say,
node 8a), and there would be other valuations capturing
information on section 8a (title, possible subsections) and
so forth.

Definition 2.5 (Subsumption) Given two valuationsν1

andν2, we sayν1 subsumesν2, ν1 º ν2, if for all nodesn
whereν2(n) is defined,ν1(n) is also defined andν1(n) =
ν2(n). It is easy to verify thatº is a partial order.

We show that valuations are maximal with respect to
subsumption for XML with acyclic schemas. This, we ar-
gue, shows that each valuation capturesas much informa-
tion as possibleon related elements and their attributes.

Theorem 2.1 Given XML documentD with an acyclic
schema, letV be the set of all valuations from schema tree
to document tree. Then every valuationν ∈ V is maximal
with respect to subsumption ordering.
Proof: First, it is easy to show that for documents with
acyclic schema graph all valuations must be defined for the
root of the schema tree. This is a consequence of condition
3 of valuations. To show valuations are maximal, we should
show that for a pair of (distinct) valuationsν1, ν2 ∈ V, we
can not haveν1(n) = ν2(n) for all n whereν2(n) is de-
fined. Assume suchν1, ν2 exist. Then there should be a
nodem in the schema tree whereν1(m) is defined while
ν2(m) is not. By condition 3, for all ancestorsmi of m,
including the root of the document tree,ν1(mi) should be
defined. It follows from condition 3 thatν2 should also be
defined for all these nodes, includingm. This is a contra-
diction.

On the other hand, when schema is cyclic, we need
to prevent valuations to mix unrelated data. This can be
achieved by requiring one additional condition on valua-
tions that we will discuss further below.

Case of cyclic schema
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When schema graph is cyclic, there is a possibility that
unrelated data from different cycles get mixed up in a valua-
tion. For example, consider a DTD involving the following
elements (among others)

<!ELEMENT part (..., subpart*)>
<!ELEMENT subpart (part)>
<!ELEMENT person (..., child*)>
<!ELEMENT child (person)>

A single valuation may mappart, subpart,
part as well asperson, child, person to the in-
stance, while there is no direct relationship between the
part and the person. This is undesirable. Note that
the same mapping ofpart, subpart, part (with
person, child, person mapping undefined) is also
a valuation under Definition 2.4, as is the same mapping of
person, child, person (with part, subpart,
part mapping undefined). In fact, the latter two mappings
are the desired valuations. We define the set ofvalid valua-
tionsas follows to remedy mixing unrelated information is
a valuation:

Definition 2.6 (Valid valuations) Let V be the set of valu-
ations under Definition 2.4. The set ofvalid valuationsare
the set of minimal elements ofV with respect to subsump-
tion.

Note that Condition 3 in Definition 2.4 is needed to
“pack as much related information as possible” into a valu-
ation. While Definition 2.6 is needed to “avoid packing un-
related information” into a valuation, in the case of cyclic
schemas.1 Our thesis then is that the information content of
an XML database is the set of valuations.

3. The Information Content Tableux

We presentInformation Content Tableaux, ICT, a rela-
tional (tabular) representation that captures the information
contained in an XML document. Although ICT can be ma-
terialized and used directly for processing queries, our main
goal in this paper is to use ICT as a view to be used by users
to query the XML document. Formulating queries on this
simple view is, in general, significantly simpler than writ-
ing queries directly on the XML database. A user query,
written on ICT, is translated by the system to a query on the
underlying XML document, optimized, and evaluated.

3.1. Capturing hierarchical relationships

First, let us consider XML databases where relation-
ships between objects are represented only by the hier-
archical (element/sub-element or element/attribute) struc-
ture. This corresponds to XML documents that do not have

1Recall that even when the DTD/schema is cyclic, the corresponding
schema tree is always a tree.

any attributes of type IDREF/IDREFS nor utilize the XML
Schemakeyrefmechanism. We use a relational representa-
tion, called theHierarchical Information Content Tableau,
HICT, to capture the information content of XML docu-
ments utilizing only hierarchical structure to represent re-
lationships.

Schema of HICT

Consider an XML databaseD with the schema graphG.
Let TG be the schema tree ofD. The hierarchical informa-
tion content tableau, HICT, has one column for each node in
TG, labeled by the label of theTG node. That is, (relational)
schema of HICT is the set of node labels (i.e., attributes and
tags) inTG.

Contents of HICT

Let D, G, andTG be as above, and letTD(V, E) be the
document tree ofD, with set of nodesV and set of edges
E. For each edge(vi, vj) in the schema treeTG we define
a binary relation

r(vi, vj) = {(p, q) | (p, q) ∈ E is an instance of(vi, vj)}
wherep andq are identifiers of nodes in the document tree
T . Then HICT is the full outer join of the set of binary
relations corresponding toTG edges:

HICT = ono
(vi,vj)∈TG

(r(vi, vj))

Example 3.1 (Hierarchical ICT) Consider the XML doc-
ument represented by document tree of Figure 2, which cor-
responds to the schema graph and schema tree shown in
Figure 1. The following demonstrates the construction of
HICT. We have abbreviated column names in HICT, keep-
ing only the first two characters of the column name.

Binary Tables:
dept faculty

0 1
0 10

faculty fname
1 2
10 11

faculty ra
1 3

faculty ta
10 12
10 14

faculty paper
1 5
10 16

ra rname
3 4

ta tname
12 13
14 15

paper section
5 6
16 17

section title
6 7
8 9
17 18

section subsecion
6 8

HICT:

de fa fn ra rn ta tn pa se ti su
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

8 9
0 10 11 12 13 16 17 18
0 10 11 14 15 16 17 18
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We would like to point out that, as we will prove later,
tuples of the HICT of an XML document correspond to the
valuations of that document. Readers can verify that the two
valuations discussed in Example 2.3 correspond to the first
two tuples of the HICT in this example.

The following example shows how HICT can be used for
querying the XML document. Translation and optimization
of queries are discussed in later sections.

Example 3.2 (Querying the HICT) The query “List fac-
ulty for whom “John Davis” works as an ra” is written as
follows:

select value(distinct(fname))
from HICT
where value(rname)=’John Davis’

Note the use of thevalue function in the query to map
node identifiers to their values. Thedistinctfunction is also
needed to avoid multiple listings. We will simplify the user
interface later (Section 4) by adapting certain conventions
that allow us to write the above query simply as

select fname
from HICT
where rname=’John Davis’

3.1.1 A note on grouped subelements

Consider the following schema fragments (DTDs):

<!ELEMENT dept (dname, student*)>
<!ELEMENT student (id, sname)>

and

<!ELEMENT dept (dname, (id, sname)*)>

Both schemas can be used to represent a department and
its students. In the first schema, the elementstudent
is used as a subelement ofdept to represent each stu-
dent. In the second schema the student information, namely,
(id,sname) pairs, are direct subelements ofdept . We
contend that the first schema is a better schema to rep-
resent this information2. Notwithstanding, the informa-
tion content tableau approach should be able to repre-
sent XML information conforming to either schema. To
achieve this objective, we introducevirtual grouping el-
ementsto transform the schema (DTD) to one that does
not have any subelement groups (a subelement group has
the form (element-list)* or (element-list)+
whereelement-list contains more than one element.)
For example

2Research on XML design is in its infancy, but there is significant in-
terest in developing a comprehensive design theory for XML.

<!ELEMENT a (b,(c,d)*)>

is converted to

<!ELEMENT a (b,v*)>
<!ELEMENT v (c,d)>

wherev is a (new) element (virtual grouping element).
This process may need to be applied recursively if the
schema contains nested subelement groups. Then, an in-
termediate ICT is obtained using the new schema. Finally,
the columns representing the virtual elements are projected
out to obtain the final ICT.

3.2. Properties of the hierarchical information con-
tent tableau (HICT)

Theorem 3.1 (Reconstructing original document)If
node identifiers of the document tree are in document
order, then the original document can be reconstructed
from HICT, schema information, and value function.
Proof: We present an algorithm that generates the original
document one element at a time. Proof that the generated
document is identical to the original document is straight-
forward and is omitted.

Algorithm 3.1 (Reconstructing original document)

1. Using the schema tree, determine the schemas of the
binary edge relations.

2. Project HICT over these schemas, eliminate duplicates
and tuples with null values. These will be the original
binary relations.

3. Generate the root element of the document. Determine
its tag (from schema) and its corresponding node iden-
tifier in the document tree (from any binary relation
with (root,child) schema).

4. Recursively, for each element in the document that
has not been processed yet, generate its attributes and
subelements, as follows:

Generating subelements and attributes of a given ele-
ment
For each generated element, we know its tag, and its cor-
responding node identifier in the document tree. Given an
elemente with corresponding node idi, if node i is a leaf
then use the value function to obtain the content ofe and in-
corporate it into the element. Otherwise, determine the tags
of (potential) children ofe from the schema. Then use the
corresponding binary relations to determine and generate
all subelements (if any) for each child tag. The ordering of
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subelements is determined by the order of their node iden-
tifiers. If the child is an attribute, obtain the value of the
attribute using the value function and generate the appropri-
ate attribute=value expression inside the opening tag ofe.

3.3. Properties of Valuations

We have provided two approaches for capturing the in-
formation content of XML data: A semantic approach
based on the notion of valuations, and a syntactic approach
based on combining (via outer-joins) parent/child relation-
ships. In this section we will show the equivalence of these
two approaches.

Theorem 3.2 (HICT equals set of valuation)Given a
document with an acyclic schema graph, the tuples of
HICT correspond exactly to the set of valuations.
Proof: We would like to show that each tuple of HICT cor-
responds to a valuation and vice versa. Lett ∈ HICT
be a tuple in HICT. Recall that attributes of HICT corre-
spond to nodes of schema graph. Define a mappingν where
ν(n) = t(n) if t(n) is non-null, otherwise,ν(n) is unde-
fined. We claim thatν is a valuation. ecall thatt is a tuple
in the outer join of the binary relations that correspond to
the edges of the schema tree. The mappingν obviously sat-
isfies conditions (1) and (2) of valuations (Definition 2.4)
since the values of the binary relations are of the right type
and preserve hierarchy. Condition (3) is also satisfied since
if m is a node in schema tree, (a) the binary relationr(p,m),
wherep is the parent ofm in schema tree, will have an entry
(c, t(m)), for some valuec corresponding to nodep. Then
t(p) = c. Henceν(p) = c. (b) Similarly, if q is a child of
m, thenr(m, q) either has an entryt(m), d, or it does not.
In the first case,t(q) = d andν(q) = d. In the second case,
t(q) is NULL andν(q) is undefined. The second case cor-
responds to the situation thatν(m) does not have a child of
typeq, sincet(q) is NULL.

For the converse, letν be a valuation, and define a tuplet
by t(n) = ν(n) if ν(n) is defined, otherwiset(n) is NULL.
We claim thatt ∈ HICT . t can be generated by start-
ing at the root, and climbing down the tree (in preorder, or
level-order) performing outer joins with the binary relations
corresponding to the edges of the schema tree. This follows
the facts thatν(root)is defined sot(root) is non null. Fur-
ther, if (n,m) is an edge in the schema tree andν(n) and
ν(m) are defined, then the binary relationr(n,m) contains
(ν(n), ν(m)). Further, ifν(m) is undefined for a nodem,
then it is also undefined for all nodes in the subtree rooted at
n. On the other hand,t(m) is NULL in this case, and, as the
effect of outer join,t(m′) will also be NULL for all nodes
m′ in the subtree rooted atm. It follows thatt is generated
in the outer join of the binary relations corresponding to the
edges of the schema tree, hence,t ∈ HICT .

Case of cyclic schema

We presented the notion ofvalid valuationsfor XML
data with possibly cyclic schemas (Section 2.2). Theorem
3.2 can be generalized to show that HICT corresponds ex-
actly to the set of valid valuations (for acyclic as well as
cyclic schemas).

Theorem 3.3 (General case)Given an XML document,
the tuples of HICT correspond exactly to the set of valid
valuations.
Proof sketch: If the schema is acyclic, valuations are all
maximal and hence valuations and valid valuations coin-
cide. Proof immediately follows from Theorem 3.2.

If the schema is cyclic, letn1, . . . , nk, n1 be a cycle in
schema graphG. The cycle is broken by removing the
edge(nk, n1) from G, and adding a new noden′1, and a
new edge(nk, n′1) to obtain the schema treeTG. Let n be
the parent ofn1 in the schema tree. We notice that map-
pings ν of n1, . . . , nk, n′1 to the document tree can have
two forms: (1) Mappings whereν(n) is also defined. These
mappings correspond to the first (topmost) elements in the
recursive chain, and (2) Mappings whereν(n) is undefined.
These mappings correspond to all subsequent elements in
the recursive chain. Valid valuations with mappings of type
(1) can be shown to be in HICT using Theorem 3.2. For
valid valuations with type (2) mappings, we notice that only
nodes in the subtree of schema tree rooted atn1 can have
defined mappings, and mappings for all other nodes has to
be undefined. This follows from Condition (3) of Definition
2.4 plus Definition 2.6. It is easy to versify that for nodes
of the document tree corresponding to elements other than
the topmost elements in the recursive chain, the outer-join
generates tuples that exactly match these type (2) valid val-
uations.

3.4. Capturing Order

Order is an important feature of XML data model for
certain applications. XML query languages have built-in
functionalities to query order-related features of XML data,
and represent the result indocumentorder. For example, a
query may ask for the third figure in fourth section of sec-
ond chapter. On the other hand, the relational model does
not have any native order-related capabilities. Approaches
to capture the order of XML data in the relational world
have been proposed recently (for example, [7, 17]). These
proposals use additional attributes in the relations to capture
order information the original XML document.

As shown in Theorem 3.1 the hierarchical information
content tableau, HICT, captures the information content of
an XML document faithfully, in the sense that the origi-
nal document can be reconstructed. however, it is difficult
(and sometimes impossible without imbedding in a general
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purpose programming language) to use SQL to formulate
order-related queries. We use a simple approach for cap-
turing order information in ICT that can be used easily by
SQL. We should emphasize that ICT is not intended to be
materialized and used directly for query processing. Rather,
it is used as a view upon which user queries are formulated.
The system than translates this query back to XML, opti-
mizes the translated query, and executes it. As such, we
are not seeking the most efficient order representation ap-
proach. Rather, we would like the simplest approach from
query formulation view.

To capture order information, we modify HICT in the
following way. Recall that HICT was defined to be the
outer join of the (binary) relations corresponding to the
edges of schema tree (Section 3.1). We add an extra col-
umn to each of these relations. Hence, for each edge
(vi, vj) in the schema treeTG we define a (ternary) rela-
tion r(vi, vj , vjpos) that, in addition to(p, q) node pairs in
the document tree corresponding to(vi, vj), records the po-
sition of theq node among its siblings. Then, HICT is the
full outer join of these relations.

This (position) information, together with the schema
tree TG, can determine the document order of the XML
data. Note that the position information alone, calledSame-
Sibling Order Encodingin [17] is not sufficient to recreate
document order.

Example 3.3 Consider the XML document of Example
3.1. HICT (with position attributes included) will have,
among others,faculty-pos , ta-pos , and ra-pos
columns. The query list the second ra of “Mary Thomas” is
written (in the simplified syntax) as

select rname
from HICT
where fname=’Mary Thomas’ and ra-pos=2

As another example, list the second ra of the fifth faculty
is written as

select rname
from HICT
where faculty-pos=5 and ra-pos=2

Translation of queries to XQuery is discussed in Sec-
tion 4.1.4. See Example 4.4 for the XQuery translation of
the SQL query above.

3.5. Capturing relationships represented by (ID and
key) references

Relationships may be represented byIDREF/IDREFS
andkeyref mechanisms in XML as the following exam-
ple demonstrates:

Example 3.4 (Schema with IDREFS attribute) The
information in Example 3.1 can use the following schema:

<!ELEMENT dept (faculty*,student*)>
<!ELEMENT faculty (name)>
<!ELEMENT student (name)>
<!ATTLIST faculty ra IDREFS, ta IDREFS>
<!ATTLIST student sid ID>

In this schema, the faculty-ra and faculty-ta relationships
are represented byIDREFS attributesra andta that refer
to student’sID attributesid . This representation is closer
to the database schema design principles, and avoids redun-
dant student data that could exist in the presentation of Ex-
ample 3.1.

The linked information is already captured by HICT
through thevalue function that can be used to obtain at-
tribute values. However, SQL is inadequate to handle set-
valued attributes such as IDREFS. For this reason, we use
separate relational representations, called theLinked Infor-
mation Content Tableau, LICT, to capture the portion of
the information content of the XML data that is represented
through references. Hence, for the purpose of querying, the
information content of an XML document is captured by a
single hierarchical ICT (HICT) that captures the hierarchi-
cally represented data, plus zero or more linked ICT (LICT)
that capture the information represented through references.

Linked Information Content Tableaus, LICT

There is an LICT for each pair of (IDREF(S), ID) at-
tributes3. We consider the link to be from the IDREF at-
tribute to the parent of the ID attribute.

Consider an XML databaseD with schema treeTG and
document treeTD. Let nodesn1 andn2 in TG correspond
to an IDREF(S) to parent-of-ID link. Minimally, the LICT
corresponding to(n1, n2) link, LICT(n1, n2), should con-
sist of the binary link relationr(n1, n2):

r(n1, n2) = {(p, q)|(p, q) is an instance of(n1, n2) link}
That is,p andq are identifiers of nodes in document tree
corresponding ton1 andn2, andp refers toq.

The link relation is adequate (in conjunction with HICT)
to formulate queries on linked relationships. But, almost all
such queries will involve join of link relation with HICT. To
facilitate user query specification, we define a richer LICT,
which can be used to formulate a wide spectrum of queries
with no need for joining with HICT. We first need some
definitions.

3In XML, IDREF(S) attributes are untyped. This means an IDREF(S)
attribute can refer to any ID attribute value. In practice, usually, IDREF(S)
are used to represent relationships between two entity sets. Hence, a spe-
cific IDREF(S) attribute often takes values from a single ID attribute.
Hence, For each IDREF(S) attribute, there is usually a single nonempty
LICT, although it is possible to have more than one in some cases.
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Definition 3.1 (Subtrees corresponding to a link)Let n1

andn2 be the same as above. Let noden be the least com-
mon ancestor ofn1 andn2 in TG. Let n′1 andn′2 be the
children ofn that are on the paths fromn to n1 andn2,
respectively. Consider (1) subtree ofT rooted atn′1 (let’s
call this T1), and (2) subtree ofT rooted atn′2 (let’s call
this T2). We callT1 andT2 subtrees (of the schema tree)
corresponding to(n1, n2) link.

Note thatT1 andT2 are disjoint,n1 ∈ T1, andn2 ∈ T2.
For example, consider the DTD of Example 3.4, whose
schema tree appears in Example 4.2. There are two links:
(ra, student) and(ta, student) . T1 andT2 cor-
responding to the first link contain the nodes(faculty,
fname, ra, ta) , and (student, sname, sid) ,
respectively.

Now we can describe the construction of the LICT.

Definition 3.2 (LICT) The schema of LICT(n1, n2) corre-
sponds to the nodes ofT1 andT2. Let r1, . . . , rk be the
ternary edge relations, as discussed in Section 3.4, corre-
sponding to edges ofT1 andT2. Then LICT(n1, n2) is the
outer join of the link relationr(n1, n2) with the edge rela-
tionsr1, . . . , rk.

Example 3.5 (Query using LICT) Assume the relation-
ship about faculty ra’s is represented by IDREFS link. The
query “List faculty for whom “John Davis” works as an ra”
is written as follows:

select fname
from LICT(ra,student)
where sname=’John Davis’

Note that the query is almost identical to the same query
on hierarchically represented relationship of Example 3.2.

4. Querying XML information through ICT

Our goal if to facilitate expressing queries on XML doc-
uments. To formulate a query directly on an XML doc-
ument (for example, in XQuery), users require detailed
knowledge of the structure of the document. Using infor-
mation content tableaux, users only need a knowledge of
element and attribute names. Further, relational query lan-
guages are significantly simpler than XML languages such
as XQuery.

When relationships in an XML document are repre-
sented hierarchically as well as through (IDREF, keyref)
links, that information is also needed to formulate queries
on ICT correctly.

We also assume that thedistinct andvalue func-
tions are applied by default to user queries. More specifi-
cally, thedistinct function is applied to the select clause
first, andvalue function is applied to all attributes that
represent leaves of schema tree. Of course, if we wanted
to materialize ICT tableaus and evaluate the query directly,
then we would need a preprocessor to adddistinct and
value functions to the user query, and then evaluate it
against ICT. But for translating the user query to a query
on the XML document, the simplified syntax is at once ad-
equate and more friendly.

We should also mention here that an SQL query on ICT
defines aflat output. A query language capable of defin-
ing output structure is needed to formulate queries with an
XML output. For data exchange purposes we could by de-
fault wrap this flat output minimally to conform to XML
syntax. Further, we will present a lightweight extension to
SQL to support XML structuring in Section 5.

Examples

Consider an XML database consisting of books, publish-
ers, and authors, as well as other relevant information such
as book price, title, pubdate (publication date), etc. Con-
sider the query “list titles of books published by Prentice
Hall in 2004”. As long as we know the relationship between
books, their titles, publishers, and pubdate are represented
hierarchically (but in whatever way), we can formulate this
query againast ICT in SQL as:

select title
from HICT
where publisher = ’Prentice Hall’ and

publish-date = ’2004’

In particular, regardless of whether publishers are nested
inside books which are inside authors or publishers and au-
thors are both nestd inside books, or some other hierarchical
organization is used, our query formulation above remains
unaffected. Besides, the amount of schema knowledge re-
quired for query formulation is minimal compared with for-
mulating a query against the XML database directly. As
we will see in Section 4.1, our translation algorithm trans-
lates the query correctly to the appropriate XML database
schema.

Suppose now that the association between books and au-
thors is represented via IDREFS, while other associations
are hierarchical. Then, the query “list author names and the
number of books written by them” can be expressed against
ICT as:

select a-name, count(book)
from LICT(authors, author)
group by a-name

The only additional information needed to formulate this
query is that the element (or attribute) a-name, and book
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has the IDREFS attribute authors referring to the author el-
ements.

4.1. Translating to XQuery

In this section we will present algorithms to translate and
optimize a user query on ICT (HICT and/or LICTs) into an
XQuery over the original XML document. We will begin
with an algorithm for the translation of user queries that
have a single HICT in the from clause. Then we will ex-
tend the algorithm to queries with LICT, as well as multiple
HICT/LICTs in the from clause. We will also study queries
involving aggregation and group-bys.

4.1.1 Translating a query on HICT

Let Q be a user query of the following form

select target-list
from HICT
where conditions

The input to the translation algorithm consists of the
query Q, plus schema information (schema tree). LetA
be the set of attributes that appear inQ. That is,A is the
set of attributes in the select-clausetarget-list and in
where-clauseconditions . Each attributeA ∈ A corre-
sponds to a node in schema treeT . We denote this node
by nA, and the set of nodes corresponding to the set of at-
tributes in the query byNA = {nA | A ∈ A}. The trans-
lated XQuery has the form

(variable declarations)
where (translated conditions)
return (translated target-list)

The algorithm to generate variable declarations is the
main part of the translation algorithm and is given further
below. For each attributeA in the query, translated XQuery
will have a variable$A. Variable declarations may involve
additional auxiliary variables (see algorithm below). Trans-
lated conditions are obtained from the (SQL) where-clause
conditions by replacing each attributeA by its correspond-
ing XQuery variable$A. Translated target list is also ob-
tained simply by replacing each attribute in the SQL target
list with its corresponding XQuery variable.

Generating XQuery variable declarations

Intuitively, variables are declared using auxiliary vari-
ables that represent their least common ancestors in the
schema tree. For example, consider the schema tree

and assume the set of attributes in the query,A, consists
of {F,G,H}. The XQuery variables$F, $G, and$H are de-
clared using auxiliary variables$D, and$E as follows:

A

B C D

E F

G H

for $D in doc(...)//D,
$F in $D/F,
$E in $D/E,
$G in $E/G,
$H in $E/H

Note that these declarations restrict$G, $H pairs to be
descendents of the same$E instance. These pairs are “re-
lated” by the hierarchical representation. Similarly,$F, $G,
$H triplets are restricted to be descendents of their lca in-
stance,$D.

Given a user queryQ, and the schema treeT , the follow-
ing algorithm generates the XQuery declarations. LetA be
the set of attributes that appear inQ, andNA be the corre-
sponding set of nodes inT . The algorithm uses a priority
queue of entries, representing schema tree nodes arranged
according to their level-number inT . Initially, the priority
queueP contains entries that correspond to the set of nodes
in NA:

P = {(n, l,−) | n ∈ NA, andl is the level number ofn}

The third parameter in each entry, initially null, is used
for keeping the path for variable declaration. Its purpose
becomes clear from the algorithm below.

Algorithm 4.1 (XQuery variable declaration generator)

• For each entry(n, l, p) in the priority queueP that
has the lowest level (largestl), replace(n, l, p) with
(parent, l − 1, n/p), whereparent is the parent of
noden in the schema treeT . Note thatn/p is the path
formed by addingn to the beginning of the pathp. The
algorithm guarantees that the first node of pathp is a
child of n.

• If a nodem is listed more than once in the priority
queueP , we have found a least common ancestor.
Note thatm must be at the lowest level (corresponding
to level l − 1 in the previous step). (1) For each oc-
curance(m, k, p) of a repeated nodem, generate the
declaration (for the descendent corresponding to path
p) as follows: letO be the last node of the pathp.

for $O in $M/p

Hence, all such variables as$Oare declared using$M,
the variable corresponding to their least common an-
cestorm. The declaration for$M itself will be added
at a later iteration.
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(2) Replace all entries corresponding to a repeated
nodem (such as(m, k, p)) by a single entry(m, k,−)
in the priority queue.

• Repeat the previous steps as long as the priority queue
has more than one entry.

• WhenP has only one entry, it has to be of the form
(m, k,−). Add the declaration

for $M in doc(...)//m

and remove the last entry fromP

Adjustments

Certain adjustments are needed if the schema of the doc-
ument was modified by the DTD transformation algorithm,
or if the DTD contained “grouped subelements.”

• The document treeT may contain multiple copies of
some nodes. Each copy of the node was given a new
label to distinguish it from other copies. The path ex-
pressions generated by the XQuery variable declara-
tion generator algorithm 4.1 may contain these new
labels. Restore these labels to their original label.
Further, a path expression of the form...//label
for a new label should be replaced with a path ex-
pression involving ancestors oflabel to uniquely
identify the node. For example,...//fname
(See Example 3.1 for schema) should be replace by
...//faculty/name .

• If the document schema contained “grouped subele-
ments”, then we first modify the schema by intro-
ducing new virtual elements and eliminating grouped
subelements (See Section 3.1.1). In this case the dec-
larations generated by Algorithm 4.1 may contain vir-
tual nodes (corresponding to virtual elements) in the
path expressions. The adjustment process in this case
is more involved and involves removal of virtual nodes
and usingsibling axis in the path expressions. We
present an example to demonstrate the adjustment pro-
cess in this case.

Example 4.1 (Grouped subelements)Consider the
schema fragment

<!ELEMENT dept (dname, (id, sname)*)>

from Section 3.1.1. The following query lists students in
the “CS” department:

select id, name
from HICT
where dname = ’CS’

Let’s assume we have used the grouping element (vir-
tual) id-name-group to modify the schema. The trans-
lation algorithm, using the new schema, generates:

for $X in doc(...)//dept
$Y in $X/id-name-group
$Z in $Y/id
$W in $Y/name

where $X/dname = ’CS’
return {$Z} {$W}

The adjustment process removes the declaration involv-
ing the virtual elementid-name-group and rewrites the
declarations as

for $X in doc(...)//dept
$Z in $X/id
$W in $Z/following-sibling::name

The rest of the query is unchanged.

4.1.2 Translating queries on LICT

In this section, we present two algorithms for generat-
ing XQuery variable declarations for queries involving an
LICT. The first one is simpler and can be used in certain
frequent situations. The second algorithm is general. LetQ
be a user query of the following form

select target-list
from LICT(n1,n2)
where conditions

The traslation algorihtm involves the generation of vari-
able declarations and translation of where and select clauses
of the SQL query into the where and return clauses of
XQuery. The latter steps are the same as the translation al-
gorithm for queries on HICT (Section 4.1.1. Here we only
present algorithms for the generation of variable declara-
tions.

Let the link be(n1, n2) (corresponding to the IDREF(S)
and parent-of-ID nodes). In addition tosubtrees corre-
sponding to a linkT1 and T2 (Definition 3.1), we define
one more tree,T3, as follows. Recall that the root ofT1 is
the noden′1, namely the child of the least common ancestor
of n1 andn2 that is on the path from this lca ton1. Add
an edge from IDREF(S) noden1 to the parent-of-ID node
n2 in the schema tree. We defineT3 as the tree rooted at
n′1 (with the new(n1, n2) edge added). Note thatT3 con-
tains the subtree rooted atn2 because of the added link edge
(n1, n2).

Let Q be the user query above, andA be the set of at-
tributes that appear inQ (in its select and where clauses).
If A contains an attribute that corresponds to a node that
is not in T1 ∪ T2, then issue an error message. This kind
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of query needs (the join of) LICT and HICT. Further, there
are multiple ways of joining LICT with HICT, and, in the
absence of an explicit join condition, the system can not
automatically generate the correct query. In the following,
we assume thatA contains only attributes corresponding to
nodes ofT1 ∪ T2.

Special Case

If all attributes ofA correspond to nodes ofT3, the fol-
lowing algorithm can be used to generate variable declara-
tions for the XQuery statement.

Algorithm 4.2

• Apply Algorithm 4.1 to attributesA with respect to
T3 (instead of the schema treeT ) to generate XQuery
variable declarations.

• Replace path expressions involving the linkn1/n2 ,
namely path expressions of the formp1/n1/n2/p2 ,
where p1 and p2 are path expressions, with
the appropriate dereferencing path expression
p1/n1->n2/p2 .

We demonstrate this case with an example.

Example 4.2 Consider the schema of Example 3.4. The
schema tree is

dept

faculty student

sid snamefname ra ta

The query to list faculty and their ra’s is:

select fname, sname
from LICT(ra-student)

It is easy to verify that the set of attributes in the query
correspond to (subset of) nodes ofT3. The algorithm gen-
erates the following declarations, and XQuery:

for $FAC in doc(...)//faculty
$FN in $FAC/fname
$SN in $FAC/@ra->student/sname

return {$FN} {$SN}

General Algorithm

In this case the set of query attributesA includes
attributes outsideT3. Recall that we are assumingA only
involves attributes corresponding to the nodes ofT1 ∪ T2.

Let A1 and A2 be the set of query attributes that cor-
respond to nodes ofT1 andT2, respectively.

Algorithm 4.3

• Add the IDREF noden1 toA1, and execute algorithm
4.1 on these nodes with respect toT1. This will gen-
erate variable declarations for variables corresponding
toA1 plusn1. Let the variable corresponding ton1 be
$N1.

• Add the parent-of-ID noden2 to A2, and execute al-
gorithm 4.1 on these nodes with respect toT2. This
will generate variable declarations for variables corre-
sponding toA2 plusn2. Let the variable correspond-
ing ton2 be$N2.

• Add the following condition to the where clause of
XQuery: $N2 = id( $N1) .

4.1.3 Translating queries involving multiple HICTs
and/or LICTs

When the user query involves multiple HICT/LICT in its
from clause, we can translate the query by using Algorithms
4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 to generate XQuery variable declarations
for each HICT or LICT separately, and translate the select
and where clauses as before. In some cases, the resulting
XQuery can be further optimized. The following example
demonstrates this process.

Example 4.3 Using the following schema (which is a slight
variation on schema of Example 3.1) the following query
lists pairs of faculty in the same division.

<!ELEMENT dept (division*)>
<!ELEMENT division (faculty*)>
<!ELEMENT faculty (name, ra*, ta*)>
<!ELEMENT ra (name)>
<!ELEMENT ta (name)>

select h1.fname,h2.fname
from HICT h1 h2
where h1.division=h2.division

The translation algorithm generates:

for $D1 in doc(...)//division
$F1 in $D1/faculty/fname
$D2 in doc(...)//division
$F2 in $D2/faculty/fname

where $D1 = $D2
return {$F1} {$F2}

This query can be further optimized by realizing that the
condition $D1=$D2 implies that these two variables are
bound to the same element and can be used interchange-
ably. The optimized query is:
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for $D1 in doc(...)//division
$F1 in $D1/faculty/fname
$F2 in $D1/faculty/fname

return {$F1} {$F2}

Optimization Principle

In the document tree, each node (except the root) has a
unique parent. Consider an XQuery with a where-clause
condition$X1 = $X2, where$X1 and$X2 are variables
on the same node type, and denote node identifiers (rather
than node values). We can infer that (1)$X1 and$X2 refer
to exactly the same node, and can be used interchangeably,
and (2) If $Y1 is the k-th ancestor of$X1 and$Y2 is the
k-th ancestor of$X2, then$Y1 = $Y2 also holds. These
observations can be used in optimization of the XQuery ob-
tained by the translation algorithms. The example above
demonstrates a simple case of such optimization.

4.1.4 Translating queries involving order

Queries involving order were discussed in Section 3.4.
These queries have conditions of the formatt-pos = n
in their where clause, whereatt corresponds to a node in
the schema tree. The translation algorithm is the same as
before, with the following modifications (1) All attributes
att such that a conditionatt-pos = n appreas in the
where clause are included in the set of query attributesA,
and (2) The order condition is added to the declaration of the
XQuery variable corresponding to the attributeatt . The
following example demonstrates the translation algorithm.

Example 4.4 (Translating queries involving order)
Consider the second query from Example 3.3 repeated here
for convenience:

select rname
from hict
where faculty-pos=5 and ra-pos=2

The translated XQuery is:

for $F in doc(...)//faculty[5]
$R in $F/ra[2]
$N in $R/rname

return {$R}

4.1.5 Translating queries involving aggregation and
group by

Translation of user queries involving group-by and aggre-
gation is slightly more involved than regular queries. The
translated XQuery has the general form

group-by variable declaration
variable declarations
where (translated conditions and added conditions)
return (translated select clause)

We will present the algorithm for queries involving a sin-
gle group-by attribute first.

Algorithm 4.4 (Translating aggregate queries)
(1) Declaration for a variable$G corresponding to the
group-by attribute is generated usingdistinct-values
function.
(2) Declarations for variables corresponding to SQL query
attributes are generated using a slightly modified version
of Algorithm 4.1. Variables correponding to aggregate at-
tributes and their auxiliary variables should be declared us-
ing let (instead offor ). Further, equality conditions to
the group-by variable$Gare included (see example 4.5.)
(3) Finally, the XQuery retuen clause is generated by a sim-
ple translation of the SQL select clause.

Example 4.5 Consider the following schema, and user
query:

books

book

author title publisher price

a-name

select a-name, count(book), sum(price)
from HICT
group by a-name

The translation algorithm generates the following
XQuery:

for $G in distinct-values(doc(...)//a-name)
let $B := for $B2 in doc(...)//book

where $B2/author/a-name = $G
return {$B2}

$P := $B/price
return {$G, count($B), sum($P)}

The declaration for variable$B can be simplified as

let $B := doc(...)//book[author/a-name = $G]

Extension to aggregate queries with multiple group by
attributes

The algorithm follows the same pattern as queries with
a single group-by attribute. Declaration of variables that
correspond to group-by attributes needs additional detail.
These declarations should enforce that an instantiation for
these variables correspond to valid data in the document.
For example, consider an XML document listing stores in
a supermarket chain, and for each store, it contains data
such as state, city, and sales figures. An aggregate query
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that groups by state and city should make sure state and
city value pairs are valid,i.e., the document contains a store
with that state/city pair. This can be achieved, in general, by
including conditions in the declarations that connects each
group-by variable with all group-by variables declared pre-
viously. As an example, these declarations for our store
sales example could be:

for $s in distinct-values(doc(...)//state),
$c in distinct-values(doc(...)//store[state=$s]/city)

The rest of the translation algorithm is similar to the al-
gorithm for queries with single group-by attribute.

4.2. Correctness of Translation Algorithms

In this section we show the correctness of our translation
algorithms:

Theorem 4.1 Let D be an XML document, andQ be an
SQL user query on the ICT (HICT and LICTs) ofD. Then
the answer toQ is the same as the answer to the translated
XQueryQ′ on documentD.

We sketch the proof for the two basic cases: Queries on
(a single) HICT (Section 4.1.1), and queries on (a single)
LICT (Section 4.1.2). Correctness of more general queries
follow from these basic cases.

In our proof we use the followinginstantiation-basedse-
mantics for SQL queries. Consider a queryQ on a single
tabler. LetA be the set of attributes appearing in the query
Q. An instantiation is a mappingν that mapsA to do-
main values appearing inr, such that for some tuplet ∈ r,
ν(A) = t(A) for all A ∈ A. Intuitively, an SQL query is
evaluated by applying the where-clause conditions to all in-
stantiations, and generating the output (as specified by the
select-clause) for the instantiations that satisfy the where-
clause conditions.

We will show that, given a (SQL) user query, the set of
instantiations for the attributes corresponds exactly to the
set of bindings for the translated XQuery variables. Since
the XQuery where and return clauses are simple rewritings
of SQL where and select clauses, it follows that the answers
to the SQL query and the translated XQuery are the same.

Case 1: Queries on HICT.We have shown that tuples of
HICT correspond exactly to the set of valuations (or valid
valuations for cyclic schema) (Theorems 3.2, 3.3). The al-
gorithm to generate XQuery variable declarations, Algo-
rithm 4.1, generates the declarations for the variables that
correspond to SQL query attributes. It utilizes additional
variables, that correspond to least common ancestors of of
these attributes, in these declarations in a way that, when
the XQuery is executed against the document, the bindings
for each variable pair come from their lca element. This in-
sures that the bindings for the set of variables correspond to

a valuation. It follows that the set of instantiations for SQL
attributes is the same as the set of bindings for the corre-
sponding XQuery variables. We should note here that it is
possible for ICT representation to produce multiple copies
of the same data. For example, in our faculty, ra, ta case
(Example 3.1), a faculty can be listed as many times as the
number of ra’s and ta’s he/she has. The use of (implicit or
explicit) distinct removes this extra duplication to pre-
serve multi-set equivalence of user query with the translated
XQuery.

Case 2: Queries on LICT.Let LICT(n1, n2) be the LICT
corresponding to the link(n1, n2), andT1 andT2 be the
subtrees corresponding to(n1, n2) link as defined in Defi-
nition 3.1. First, we make the following observation:

A tuple t in LICT(n1, n2) has the following property.
Let N1 be the nodes ofT1 and N2 be the nodes of
T2. Note that these nodes correspond to the attributes of
LICT(n1, n2). (1) t[N1] is a valuation onT1, (2) t[N2] is a
valuation onT2, and (3)t(n1) andt(n2) are related by the
linl (n1, n2).

Now, the translation algorihtm that generates variable
declarations for the XQuery, Algorithm 4.3 (the general
case algorithm), enforces that the bindings to XQuery vari-
ables have the following property: (1) Variables corre-
sponding to nodes ofT1 correspond to a valuation onT1, (2)
Variables corresponding to nodes ofT2 correspond to a val-
uation onT2, (3) the additional XQuery where clause con-
dition generated by the algorithm enforces that these valua-
tions forn1 andn2 are related by the IDREF/parent-of-ID
link. It follows that the instantiations for SQL attributes are
the same as the binding for XQuery variables.

5. Structuring output into XML

The output of a regular SQL query is a table. In this
section we will provide a simple syntactical extension to
SQL, called SQL-X, that makes it possible to specify the
output formatted into an XML document. We will introduce
SQL-X with an example, then briefly sketch the translation
algorithm.

Example 5.1 (SQL-X) Consider the schema of Example
3.1. The query “list faculty and their ra’s” formatted as
XML with faculty elements containing fac-name and RAs
subelements listing names of all ra’s,” is written in SQL-X
as follows:

select <faculty group by faculty>
<fac-name>fname</fac-name>
<RAs>

<ra-name>rname</ra-name>
</RAs>

</faculty>
from HICT
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We assume a root tag<result> surrounds the output
of the SQL-X query. Intuitively, eachgroup by within
select clause is applied to the respective elementas well as
elements nested within the respective element.

Example 5.2 Consider Example 1.1 again. The XML doc-
ument lists stores, store information (including city, state),
and monthly sales figures. Assume relationships are rep-
resented hierarchically. Consider the same query “list to-
tal annual sales for stores grouped by state, city and year”.
In this example, we also want to structure the output as an
XML document with the hierarchical structure state, city,
year, sales. The SQL-X query is written as follows:

select <state group by state>state
<city group by city>city

<year group by year>year
<annual-sales>sum(sales)</annual-sales>

</year>
</city>

</state>
from HICT

5.1. Translating SQL-X queries to XQuery

The translation algorithm is an extension of the transla-
tion algorithm for queries involving group-by and aggrega-
tion. We only present a sketch here. Group-by variables are
generated as before. Variables at each level of nesting in the
select clause should be bound to the group-by variables at
that nesting level, as well as group by variables of the en-
compassing nesting levels. A return statement is generated
for each nesting level containing tags and output variables
(if any) as specified by SQL-X select clause.

6. Related work

It has been recognized for some time that one needs
simpler user interfaces for querying XML databases,e.g.,
see [11, 2, 3, 5]. Grahne and Lakshmanan [11] point out
the crucial differences between querying a semistructured
database versus navigating it and argue for the need for high
level declarative query languages. Bry et al. [2, 3] discuss
a visual query language called Xcerpt as alalternative to
XQuery. Xcerpt is based on an underlying logic for query-
ing trees based on tree patterns and thus inherits some of the
advantages of the latter’s declarative semantics. However,
they do not concern themselves with translation to XQuery,
an important problem given the importance of XQuery as
a de facto W3C standard. Besides, unlike our approach,
query formulation in Xcerpt is sensitive to changes in the
structure of the underlying databasse schema. Cohen et al.
present an approach to generate relations from XML doc-
uments [5]. They characterize when a pair of nodes in the
document tree can be considered to bemeaningfully related,

and extend this characterization to sets of nodes in terms of
the graph of their pairwise meaningfully-related relation-
ship. They argue that certain graph configurations, such as
complete, star, and connedted configuration, indicate that
the set of nodes are related. The emphasis of the paper is on
the complexity of generating the desired relation, given an
appropriate specification in terms of path expressions (for
each column of the output relation) and the desired graph
configuration (complete, star, or connected). The choice of
the graph configuration seems arbitrary: there are no ob-
vious guidelines to determine the appropriate configuration
for a given application. Further, they only study hierarchi-
cally structured documents and do not address the impor-
tant case where relationships are represented by references
(such as IDREFS and keyrefs). As such, their contributions
are orthogonal to those of this paper. In a different context,
Arenas and Libkin [1] introduce the notion of tree tuples, to
which our notion of valuations are somewhat similar. How-
ever, the goals and contributions of the two papers are very
different. Indeed, we see this as independent evidence that
the notion of valuations arises naturally. Finally, there has
considerable work on “shredding” an XML database into
relations [16, 17]. The emphasis of these works is on find-
ing efficient storage structures for XML databases using the
well-developed relational technology and leveraging it for
efficient query evaluation. The goal of these works is con-
siderably different from ours.

7. Conclusions and future work

While powerful query languages such as XQuery are
available for XML, query formulation against an XML
database can be challenging. Furthermore, it is highly sen-
sitive to the way data is structured (e.g., nesting structure,
use of references). In this paper, we develop a simpler user
interface for querying XML databases. Thereto, we cap-
tured the information content of an XML database using
the notion of valuations. We provide an alternative com-
putational semantics of the information content and show
that it is equivalent to the one based on valuations. The
information content can be used to reconstruct the origi-
nal XML database, preservig order. Furthermore, it can
be regarded as an information-preserving view of the XML
database. We showed how SQL queries against the infor-
mation content view can be translated to XQuery queries
against the corresponding XML database. Sophisticated
XQuery queries can often be formulated as simple SQL
queries against the view. To facilitate flexible output con-
struction, we discussed a lightweight extension to SQL,
SQL-X, that incorporates tagging and nesting. Our query
translation algorithm can handle SQL-X.

Several issues remain open. In this paper, we did not
discuss DTDs with disjunction, although we have prelimi-
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nary results. Further work is needd for optimizing XQuery
statements generated by the translation algorithm. How do
integrity constraints on the XML database (e.g., see [6] im-
pact the information content and query translation and op-
timization? Can information content be used as a basis for
understanding the problem of schema equivalence for XML
database schemas?
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